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Dynamics of melting argon clusters
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With increasing total energy, small atomic clusters show asmoothtransition from a rigid solidlike to a
floppy liquidlike ‘‘phase.’’ In certain clusters, depending on their structure and stability, this transition takes
place over a finite energy range where both these ‘‘phases’’ coexist in a dynamical sense, whereas in others the
transition does not involve a coexistence region and has been called ‘‘slushlike.’’ Previous studies in Ar13,
which belongs to the first kind, have established the energy variation of maximal Lyapunov exponent~MLE!
and the dynamic structure factor~DSF! as ‘‘dynamical indicators’’ of this transition. To understand the general
features of these dynamic indicators better, we investigated the dynamic properties of two clusters Ar19 and
Ar 17. The former is a magic number cluster whose behavior is expected to be similar to Ar13, whereas the
latter which does not show a coexistence region belongs to the second kind. Ar19 shows a behavior similar to
Ar 13. In Ar 17, we find that above the transition but close to it, the DSF still shows features exhibiting the
interplay of a ‘‘hot solid’’and a ‘‘cold liquid’’ as observed in the coexistence region of Ar13 and Ar19. Unlike
the bond length fluctuation which exhibits a rapid increase near the transition, the behavior of MLE is rather
smooth and it does not serve as a good dynamical indicator of the transition in the Ar17 system.
@S1063-651X~97!13601-7#

PACS number~s!: 05.70.Fh, 36.402c, 64.60.My, 64.70.Dv
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, there has been a great dea
interest in studying very small, nanometer to subnanom
scale, aggregates of particles because their properties ar
nificantly modified from those of bulk materials@1#. Ex-
amples are atomic and molecular clusters containing a s
number of particles. As compared to the bulk, a distinct f
ture of the clusters, particularly of the small ones, is that
local environment can vary dramatically from one atom
the other. This results in inhomogeneities on different len
scales. One expects to see the effects of this inhomogen
in their dynamical properties, as one heats a cluster from
ground state through the temperature region where it cha
from a rigid solidlike to a floppy liquidlike ‘‘phase,’’ re-
ferred to loosely as the melting of a cluster@2#.

The dynamics of a small cluster as it makes excursi
through different pathways in phase space can be s
through molecular dynamics simulation. Such studies
back to the earlier work of Briant and Burton@3#, which has
been extended very thoroughly in a series of papers by B
and co-workers@2#. The major outcome of these simulatio
studies is that the melting of clusters is quite unique. T
short-time averages of the kinetic energy of some clust
e.g., Ar13, shows abimodal distribution in a finite energy
rangeEf<E<Em . This implies that, instead of showing
coexistence of two phases in contact at a given time, the
a dynamical coexistence of a ‘‘hot’’ solidlike phase and
‘‘cold’’ liquidlike phase in the above energy range. In th
energy range the cluster makes dynamic excursions betw
two distinct regions of phase space with different charac
istics, solidlike and liquidlike. More recently it has bee
shown by Nayak, Ramaswamy, and Chakravarty@4# that the
551063-651X/97/55~1!/322~7!/$10.00
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signature of the onset of this transition is clearly seen i
dramatic increase in the maximal Lyapunov exponent~MLE!
near Ef . In a subsequent paper they also established
presence of 1/f a noise in the power spectra of the potent
energy fluctuation of a ‘tagged’ particle@5# when the cluster
goes into the liquidlike state. Although a careful analysis
the energy dependence of the exponenta across the transi-
tion region has not been carried out, it appears that this
ponent is weakly energy dependent in the transition reg
and starts to decrease rapidly as one enters the liquid p
~characterized by a unimodal distribution of short-time av
ages of potential and kinetic energies!. As pointed out by
Nayak, Ramasyamy, and Chakravarty, this exponent sho
be zero, i.e., the correlations ared correlated in time, in the
liquid state. However it appears that for clusters, particula
the small ones, one has to go to very high temperature
approach this limiting behavior.

Except at very small excitation energies, the classical
namics of clusters is chaotic, and it has been rightly stud
previously by looking at the clusters as chaotic dynami
systems@6#. The presence of 1/f a noise in the power spec
trum of potential energy fluctuation of a tagged particle
the cluster enters the coexistence region reflects a temp
scale invariance, which is seen over a large range of
quency. The origin of this power law spectra is the stro
correlations existing over times spanning several ord
~about 3! of magnitude. Experimental indications of pha
change in clusters are still indirect, and there is a strong n
for experimental signatures for solid-liquid transitions
clusters. Since melting transitions are usually associated
a structural rearrangements, one expects the frequencyv)-
and wave-vector (k)-dependent dynamic structure fact
~DSF! S(k,v) of the cluster to reflect the characterist
322 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 323DYNAMICS OF MELTING ARGON CLUSTERS
features associated with solidlike and liquidlike phases,
in particular existing long-time correlations. In addition, b
changingk, or equivalently the length scale over which th
dynamics is probed, one can expect to see the inhom
neous nature of the cluster. Molecular dynamics~MD! simu-
lation results on an Ar13 cluster indeed show that the DS
can be used as a very efficient tool to probe cluster mel
@7#. We should point out that inelastic neutron scatter
cross section is directly proportional to the self-part of t
DSF giving further motivation to carry out a careful study
this quantity using MD simulations.

In this paper we make a detailed study of the dynamics
Ar 19 and Ar17 clusters by calculating both the DSF and ML
to see if indeed there are any correlations between these
dynamic indicators. While the caloric curve for Ar19 is simi-
lar to that for Ar13, indicating a finite energy coexistenc
region for the former, the one for Ar17 exhibits a ‘‘slush-
like’’ behavior resulting from its loosely bound structure@8#.
We therefore expect to see a rapid increase in the MLE at
onset of the coexistence region, and characteristics of so
liquid coexistence in the DSF for Ar19 similar to that seen in
Ar 13 @4,7#. On the other hand, it is not obvious how ML
and DSF should behave in the case where the solid-liq
transition is smooth, and there is no coexistence region a
the slushlike transition seen in Ar17. Do the DSF and MLE
still remain as good ‘‘dynamical indicators’’ of this trans
tion? Recently Mehra and Ramaswamy@9# suggested tha
MLE should show a knee in its energy dependence ne
continuous transition. Thus if the transition in Ar17 is indeed
smooth and there is no energy range over which the solid
and the liquidlike phases coexist dynamically, then ML
should show a knee rather than a rapid increase near
transition @9#. Previous studies of another model exhibitin
continuous phase transition also exhibited a ‘‘knee’’@10#. It
is not clear what DSF should show in such a situation. Th
are some of the questions we address in this paper ta
Ar17 as a prototype of all these clusters which do not fo
closed shells. The arrangement of this paper is as follows
Sec. II we give the interatomic potential, and describe sim
lation methods which we used. In Sec. III, we briefly discu
previous work and define different time correlation functio
which have been studied to probe the dynamics. In Sec.
we present and discuss our results and, finally, in Sec
give a brief summary.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

In our isoergic MD simulations, both the fifth order Ge
predictor corrector and velocity-Verlet algorithms were us
to solve Newton’s equations@11–13#. DSF’s and MLE’s
were computed using these two algorithms, respectively.
caloric curves obtained with these two simulations we
however, nearly identical. The accuracy of MD simulatio
is determined by the degree to which energy is conserv
Employing the Gear algorithm, the total energy deviated
at worst 0.01% using a time step of 5 fs for 23105 steps, and
by less than 0.001% using a time step of 2.5 fs for 1.2 m
lion time steps. Similar accuracies were also obtained in
Verlet simulations. Starting from suitable initial configur
tions, the system was allowed to equilibrate for 23105 time
steps of 5x10215 s at constant energy. At the end of the ru
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the final positions and their derivatives were stored. T
cluster was then heated by scaling the velocities every
time steps, for 2000 time steps, increasing the total energ
the system by approximately 0.05310214 erg/atom. This re-
sulted in a temperature~as measured by the long-time ave
age of the kinetic energy! increase from 1–3 K, correspond
ing to a maximum heating rate of 3 K/ps. This follows th
procedure for the proper heating of microclusters presen
by Briant and Burton@3#. The MLE’s were computed using
the tangent space method@14#. To obtain a convergent valu
of the MLE, l, we used the following procedure. At eac
energy, after the usual equilibration run, the equations
motion are followed for 33105 MD steps andl is obtained
from the final 23105 MD step trajectories. The averag
value of l, computed from its values obtained from 500
MD step segments, was found to be essentially the sam
the asymptotic value indicating that a converged value ol
had been obtained.

III. PREVIOUS STUDIES

The solid-liquid transition region is generally determin
by calculating the long-time averages of the kinetic ene
~Ekin) and the rms bond-length fluctuationd as a function of
the total energy. The latter is given by

d5
2

N~N21!(i, j

~^r i j
2 &2^r i j &

2!1/2

^r i j &
. ~1!

The temperature of the system,T, is directly related to the
average kinetic energy by the relation

T5
2

3N26

Ekin

kB
, ~2!

where kB 5 1.381310216 erg/K is the Boltzmann constan
and 3N26 represents the total number of internal degrees
freedom.

As mentioned by Beck, Jellinek, and Berry@2#, short-time
averages of the kinetic energy carried over several vib
tional time periods display multimodal distributions for clu
ters undergoing melting characterized by a coexistence
gion. We have reproduced these features in Ar13 and Ar19, as
found in earlier studies by Berry and his collaborators.

To probe the space-time dynamics of the cluster, we c
culated the incoherent intermediate scattering function

Fs~kW ,t !5E
2`

`

drWeik
W
•rWGs~rW,t !, ~3!

whereGs~r,t!, the self-part of the Van Hove correlation func
tion, is the probability density that a particle is located in t
volume elementdrW, about a pointrW, at time t, given that it
was at the origin att50.

Gs~rW,t !5
1

N K (
j51

N

d„rW2@rW j~ t !2rW j~0!#…L , ~4!

where the angular brackets^& imply an average over initia
positions and times of the particles. From Eq.~3!, it follows
that
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324 55TANNER, BHATTACHARYA, NAYAK, AND MAHANTI
Fs~kW ,t !5
1

N K (
j51

N

eik
W
•[ rW j ~ t !2rW j ~0!] L . ~5!

Also computed is the dynamic structure factor

Ss~kW ,v!5E
2`

`

dte2 ivtFs~k,t !. ~6!

The dynamical stability of the trajectories in phase sp
can be probed by computing Lyapunov exponents. For
N-atom cluster, the phase is 6N in dimension. Since there ar
seven constants of motions in our constant ene
simulations—three components of linear and angular m
menta and the total energy—there are 6N214 Lyapunov ex-
ponents@15#. The maximum of these, the MLE, characteriz
the fastest rate of exponential divergence of two nearby
jectories, and is given by

l5 lim
t→`

lim
d~0!→0

1

t
ln
d~ t !

d~0!
, ~7!

whered(0) andd(t) are the initial and final~after time in-
terval t) distances between two trajectories, respectively.
chaotic dynamics,l.0 andl50 is a signature of regula
motion.

Thus there are several physical quantities such asd,
Fs(kW ,t), Ss(kW ,v), andl which are expected to show chara
teristic changes with energy as a cluster undergoes the m
ing process. In Sec. IV, we report our results on these qu
tities for different Ar clusters.

IV. RESULTS

A. Ar 19 and Ar 13 clusters

As mentioned earlier, the main theme of this paper is
present some results on Ar19 and Ar17 clusters. However,
first as a cross-check, we present results for an Ar19 cluster
and see how they compare with Ar13, a stable magic numbe
cluster @4,7#. Its caloric curve is very similar to that o
Ar 13, and one expects to see qualitatively similar behav
for both in DSF’s and MLE’s. Earlier studies by Jelline
Beck, and Berry@8# for Ar 13 and Ar19 have shown that gen
eral features of the dynamics of these two similar clos
shell clusters can be characterized by three different en
or, equivalently, three different temperature regimes: the
energy regime (E<Ef) exhibiting solidlike properties, the
coexistence regime (Ef<E<Em) which has the characteris
tic of both solid and liquid, and the high energy (E>Em)
liquidlike regime. The short-time averages of the kinetic e
ergy shows a bimodal distribution in the coexistence reg
both in Ar13 and Ar19. For the latter system, we calculate
structure factors in the three different energy regimes
cussed above. The corresponding total energy values
25.8310214 ~solid!, 24.85310214 ~coexistence!, and
24.5310214 ~liquid! erg/atom respectively. Values of th
wave vectork were chosen to correspond to waveleng
ranging from interparticle separation to several times the
of the cluster, which is around 3s - 4s, wheres is the
Lennard-Jones parameter for argon~3.4 Å!. Values ofks
run from 1 to 10, or the equivalent wavelengths run from 2
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0.2 nm. This provides an optimum range for probing t
cluster dynamics in a scattering experiment.

In Fig. 1, the time dependence of the correlation funct
Fs(k,t) is given for several values ofk. The time andk
dependences of this quantity are similar to those seen in
earlier studies of an Ar13 cluster. In Fig. 1~a!, corresponding
to the rigid phase, we find thatFs(k,t) shows an oscillatory
time dependence, and that the amplitude of the oscillat
part increases withk, as the atoms in the rigid structure v
brate about their equilibrium positions. Since the dou
icosahedral structure of Ar19 is very stable in time, the cor
relations persists up to very long times. In fact it appears
saturate to a finite value ast approaches̀ , characteristics of
a solid phase. This long-time asymptotic value decrea
with k, a reflection of the Debye-Waller effect in solids.
contrast, in the high-energy liquidlike phase@Fig. 1~c!#, the
correlation function decays rapidly with time, the charact
istic decay time decreases withk. There is no oscillatory
behavior. For similar values ofks, Fs(k,t) in the liquid
decays to a much smaller value compared to the solid
time interval of 15 ps. For example, forks 5 10, the corre-
lation function has decayed nearly to zero by 15 ps in
liquid phase, whereas in the rigid phase its value is ab
0.83.

In the coexistence region@Fig. 1~b!#, the correlation func-
tion is clearly different from both the liquid and solid curve
The initial decay is rapid, with theks 5 10 curve decaying
to 0.5 within the first 1 ps. The function then flattens out a
appears to exhibit a very slow decay which is approximat
linear in time. For small and intermediate values ofk, the
curve appears very smooth, similar to that for a liquid, b
for largek, faint oscillations resembling a solidlike dynamic
show up.

In Fig. 2 the results are presented for the DSF,Ss(k,v).
We see from Eq.~5! that there is no time dependence
Fs(k,t) for k50, so Ss(0,t) would be ad function ~with

FIG. 1. Fs(k,t) for Ar 19. ~a! Solid region,E525.8310214

erg/atom,~b! Coexistence region,E524.85310214 erg/atom,~c!
Liquid region, E524.5310214 erg/atom. For each E,ks 5
1,2, . . .,10, increasing from the top to the bottom.
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55 325DYNAMICS OF MELTING ARGON CLUSTERS
finite simulation time corrections!. In the solidlike region
@Fig. 2~a!#, there is a very large and extremely narrow~reso-
lution limited! central peak for all values ofk. The spectral
weight of this central peak decreases withk because it is
proportional to the long-time limit of the correlation func
tion. At higher frequencies, well-defined peaks are observ
corresponding to different vibrational modes of the clust
again with their spectral weight increasing in strength withk,
a characteristic feature of harmonic dynamics.@7,16# In the
liquid region @Fig. 2~c!#, the central peak is much mor
broader, and decreases much slowly at large-k values. There
are no finite frequency peaks observed, as atomic mot
are highly anharmonic, leading to strong damping of h
monic vibrations. In the coexistence region@Fig. 2~b!#, one
can clearly identify both a narrow central peak, characteri
of the solid but with a finite lifetime, and a broad structur
less feature extending to higher frequencies similar to
seen in the liquid. The DSF results are almost identical~ex-
cepting for quantitative differences! to what we found for
Ar 13 @7#, indicating the similarity of these two systems.

Next we discuss the MLE of Ar19 to see how the solid-
liquid transition and the coexistence are reflected in this
namic indicator. Shown in Fig. 3 is the energy (E) depen-
dence ofl for Ar 19. At low values ofE, l50, and it
increases withE. At E524.81310214 erg/atom which is
equivalent toT> 28 K, l increases sharply when the clust
starts to melt. This energy lies in the coexistence region
similar change inl is seen when plotted as a function
T, except that in this case several values ofl fall into a small
temperature interval near the transition. These different
ues ofl are due to the dynamical coexistence of solidli
and liquidlike phases. Here the different phases in dynam
equilibrium correspond to the cluster occupying differe
phase spaces in the potential energy surface: the high kin

FIG. 2. Ss(k,v) for Ar 19 for the same set of energy and corr
spondingk values as in Fig. 1.
d,
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phase~or superheated solid! corresponds to a high chaoti
region, and the low kinetic phase~supercooled liquid! to a
low chaotic region. This suggests that we might be able
partition the phase space into different regions usingl as an
order parameter. The abrupt increase of the MLE near
transition point is due to the sudden increase of phase s
volume accessible to the system. However, the changel
depends on the nature of the transition, particularly in fin
systems. For example, if the transition is abrupt~as in Ar13
and Ar19), and the system suddenly accesses a larger vol
in phase space, the change inl is rather sharp. On the othe
hand, if the transition is smooth as in Ar17, which will be
discussed later, thenl is expected to change smoothly. It
noted here that in the bulk where the transition is sharp
there is a single energy~andT) at which the solid and liquid
phases coexist,l shows an abrupt change near the transit
temperature@17#. For a cluster to exhibit a well-define
solid-liquid dynamic equilibrium and two well-define
phases, it must exhibit~i! a bimodal distribution of its short-
time average kinetic energy in an isoergic simulations,~ii ! a
rapid increase in the MLE as the solid enters the coexiste
region, and~iii ! a characteristic two-phase dynamics in t
DSF. However, some clusters may exhibit a kind of softe
ing where the system goes continuously from a rigid so
like state to a floppy liquidlike state without showing an
bimodal behavior. The difference between bimodal syste
and these depend on the details of the multidimensional
tential energy surface. In the following, we discuss the
havior of both DSF’s and MLE’s in Ar17, a system which
does not show bimodality in its short-time kinetic ener
distribution.

B. Ar 17 cluster

In studying Ar17, we first looked at the caloric curve t
identify the melting region. The mean temperatureT ~ob-
tained from the long-time average of the kinetic energy! as a
function of the total energy, kinetic plus potential, per ato
is shown in Fig. 4. Our results are in agreement with
published results of Beck and co-workers@2# As in Ar 19, for
low energies, there is a monotonic, linear increase in te
perature with energy. At the high energy end of the cur
the increase in temperature is again linear, but with a diff

FIG. 3. Maximal Lyapunov exponent vs energy and atom
Ar 19.
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326 55TANNER, BHATTACHARYA, NAYAK, AND MAHANTI
ent slope. This corresponds to the nonrigid structure of th
cluster. The transition between the rigid and nonrigid form
of Ar 17 is not clear from looking only at the caloric curve,
although one can see a small kink near 20-24K and th
transition was characterized by Becket. al. @2# as ‘‘slush-
like.’’ One way of identifying the transition more precisely is
to look at the first and second derivatives ofT with respect to
E. The other is to study the energy dependence ofFs(k,t),
Ss(k,v), d, and l carefully near the transition region. In
addition, one can also look for any multimodal distribution
of the short-time averages of the kinetic energy.

In Fig. 5 we give the distribution of the short-time aver-
ages of the kinetic energy~averaged over 1000 time steps!
for six different values ofE starting from deep inside the
solid phase through the transition region into the liquid

FIG. 4. Temperature~in units of 120 K! vs energy~caloric
curve! for Ar 17.

FIG. 5. Distribution of the short time average of the kinetic
energy for different values of total energies.~a! 25.5, ~b! 25.3, ~c!
25.1, ~d! 24.9, ~e! 24.7, and24.5 in units of 10214 erg/atom.
e
s

is

phase. The transition region is nearE525.0310214 erg/
atom. The kinetic energy distribution is unimodal for all the
cases, except that below the above energy it is quite sh
but starts to develop a low-energy tail above this value. Th
origin of the broadening and asymmetry of this distributio
comes from dynamic excursion between hot solidlike an
cold liquidlike structures. However these structures are n
well separated in energy, and the barrier between them
small such that the the cluster makes rapid dynamic exc
sions between them. These can be easily seen in the ti
dependence of the kinetic energy given in Fig. 6 for the sam
values ofE.

In Fig. 7,Fs(k,t) is shown for eight different energy val-
ues. Since the transition region is not well defined from th
caloric curve, we monitored this quantity for more energ
values compared to that of Ar19. At E525.1310214 erg/
atom, the cluster displays the characteristics of a rigid stru
ture. TheFs(k,t) saturates to a nonzero value, and sma
oscillations result from nearly harmonic vibrations of th
cluster, and their amplitude increases withk. As the energy
is increased, the incoherent inelastic scattering function b
gins to decay in more or less linear fashion at long times,
we saw in the coexistence region of Ar19. Finally, around
E524.4310214 erg/atom, it displays the characteristics o
a nonrigid liquidlike cluster. Thus we see a gradual evolutio
of the scattering function from that of a rigid to a floppy
structure.

In Fig. 8, the dynamic structure factorSs(k,v) is given
for the same eight values of the total energy. At the highe
energy,E524.4310214 erg/atom, the curve shows a broad
ened central peak, the DSF decreasing smoothly with i
creasing frequency as is characteristic of a nonrigid clust
As the energy is decreased, the central peak becom
sharper, and a characteristic two-peak structure~see
E524.8310214 erg/atom! develops clearly, reflecting the
presence of two different time scales. Finally peaks begin

FIG. 6. Kinetic energy as a function of time for the same set o
energy values as in Fig. 5.
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55 327DYNAMICS OF MELTING ARGON CLUSTERS
form at higher frequencies showing the development of n
mal modes as the cluster becomes more rigid. Thus the
also shows a gradual evolution of the spectral characteris
from a solidlike to liquidlike phase with increasing energ
reflecting what we saw in the scattering function. In exa
ining the scattering function, we find that this function b
gins to resemble that for Ar19 in the coexistence region
around E524.8310214 erg/atom, but is more clear a
E524.7310214 erg/atom. In the dynamic structure facto
this is where the narrow central peak begins to develop.

Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of MLE
Ar 17 ~squares!. One can see from this figure that the ML
increases monotonically, and shows small undulations
flecting the structure of the underlying potential energy s
face. At high energies, the liquidlike behavior is confirm
from the DSF~discussed above!, diffusion coefficient, bond-
length fluctuation@also shown in Fig. 9~circles!#, etc. Su-
prisingly the bond-length fluctuationd appears to be stil
very sensitive and still a good indicator of the transition
this system. In contrast to Ar13 and Ar19, where MLE
showed a nearly discontinuous jump, it varies rath
smoothly across the transition region in Ar17. This behavior
can be understood physically as follows. If the cluster ha
deep stable minimum and the energy difference between
and the next highest minima is relatively large, and the b

FIG. 7. Fs(k,t) for Ar 17 is shown for eight energy values~a!
-5.1, ~b! -5.0, ~c! -4.9, ~d! -4.8, ~e! -4.7, ~f! -4.6, ~g! -4.5, and~h!
-4.4 in units of 10214 erg/atom, as the cluster changes from a rig
solidlike to a nonrigid liquidlike form. The values ofk are the same
as in Fig. 1.
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rier from both sides is large, then the transition becom
sharp and the cluster is able to show a coexistence of w
defined solidlike and liquidlike forms. This is characteris
of clusters such as Ar13 and Ar19. On the other hand, if the

FIG. 8. Fs(k,v) for Ar 17 for the same eight energy values as
Fig. 7 as the cluster changes from a rigid solidlike to a nonri
liquidlike form. The values ofk are the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 9. Average bond length fluctuation~circles! and MLE as a
function of energy~squares! for an Ar17 cluster. The behavior of
MLE is rather smooth.
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328 55TANNER, BHATTACHARYA, NAYAK, AND MAHANTI
cluster has a large number of isomers close in energy and
barriers between these isomeric states are not large, the
cluster samples these isomers during the simulation and
transition becomes smooth. The cluster does not show
kind of bimodality. This is the case for clusters like Ar17. In
these clusters the access to the phase space volume
energy is rather gradual, and hence the MLE and other
namic indicators do not show any sharp change in their
havior across the transition.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we extended our earlier MD simulation stu
ies of DSF and MLE for Ar13 to Ar 19 and Ar17 clusters to
investigate the transition from the low-energy solidlike
high-energy liquidlike structures. We find that both MLE a
the DSF remain good indicators characterizing the transi
region. The energy dependence of the MLE shows differ
characteristics for clusters with a coexistence transition
gion and those without one. In the case of the former, M
.
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shows a rapid increase near Ef as the cluster enters the co
existence region from below, i.e., when the rigid but anh
monic clusters begins to sample the liquidlike phase spa
MLE does not show any significant feature near Em when
the cluster leaves the coexistence region and goes into a
uidlike phase. In the case of clusters showing a slush
transition, MLE changes smoothly across the transition.
contrast to the MLE, we find that DSF shows similar beha
ior for both types of transitions, namely, signatures of bo
solidlike and liquidlike dynamics co-existing at the same e
ergy.
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